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Introduction: The South Pole-Aitken Basin (SPA) is the largest, deepest, and oldest identified basin on the Moon and as such contains surfaces that are unique due to their age, composition, and depth of origin in the lunar crust [1-5] (Figure 1). SPA has been a target of intense interest as an area for robotic sample return in order to determine the age of the basin and the composition and origin of its interior [6-8]. In response to this interest there have been several efforts to estimate the likely provenance of regolith material within central SPA [9-12]. These model estimates suggest that, despite the formation of basins and craters following SPA, the regolith within SPA is dominated by locally derived material. An assumption of these models has been that the locally derived material is primarily SPA impact-melt as opposed to local basement material (e.g. unmelted lower crust). However, the definitive identification of SPA derived impact melt on the basin floor, either by remote sensing [5, 13] or via photogeology [2, 14] is extremely difficult due to the number of subsequent impacts and volcanic activity [4].

Figure 1. LRO Wide Angle Camera mosaic centered on SPA. Interior of SPA contains several smooth, flat regions (Figure 2), interpreted to contain either ancient mare basalts or SPA melt.

Here, the total volume of impact melt generated by the formation of SPA is estimated based on existing crater scaling models, as well as the relative proportion of melt retained within the basin [15, 16]. The ultimate distribution of melt, based on these models, will also be described.

Volume of Melt Produced by SPA: Prior studies of the production of SPA impact melt [16] focused on the depth of melting and the possible amount of mantle melted during basin formation. Warren et al. [16] concluded that, assuming a transient cavity 1,170 km in diameter, melt produced by SPA would be nearly completely of mantle origin, and that SPA melt (from both crust and mantle) would comprise approximately one-third of the total ejecta volume. However, how much melt is retained within SPA proper?

Cintala and Grieve [15] state that “…the relative volume of impact melt remaining inside the final crater increases with crater size.” Subsequently, they show that, for craters larger than 10 km in diameter, the volume of melt retained within the crater is larger than 40% of the total melt. Extrapolating their data out to a basin the size of SPA (Figure 3), and assuming a transient cavity diameter of 2,099 km [17] suggests that nearly 80% of the impact melt that is produced is retained within SPA. Clearly such models, applied to a basin as large and unusual as SPA, should be treated carefully. However, even if the formation of is more like a smaller basin, then perhaps only 60% of the melt is retained [15]. Even in this extreme case a significant volume of the roughly $8 \times 10^8$ km$^3$ of melt would still be retained. Assuming that 80% of the melt is indeed retained within SPA, that volume is roughly 50% of
the entire volume of the transient cavity. Such melting would likely reach deep into the mantle, which would be incorporated into SPA’s melt.

Melt Distribution Within SPA: As stated above the definitive identification of SPA is difficult, however, by comparison to other large basins, such as Orientale [18], we assume that much of the interior of SPA was covered by impact melt. Based on the above conclusion that much of the melt generated by SPA was derived from the lower crust or upper mantle, we infer that the melt from SPA would be iron rich. Indeed the interior of SPA is well known to be iron rich (Figure 4), yet lacks significant deposits of mare basalt [4, 5, 19, 20]. Some portion of the iron enhancement may be due to ancient basalts [4, 5].

Conclusions: A large volume of material was melted during the formation of SPA, and a significant proportion, a modeled 80% is retained within the basin. The origin of melt, likely lower crust or upper mantle, is a likely source for the iron enhancement across the basin. Given the relatively minor contamination by subsequent events [9, 10, 11], it is very likely that the regolith inside SPA, in many areas, is dominated by melt from the SPA event.

Figure 3. Estimated fraction of melt ejected and retained within the final crater, based on the modeling of Cintala and Grieve [15]. Here the curves have been extended well beyond the original modeling, in order to illustrate the melt fate for a basin as large as SPA.

Figure 4. Map of FeO abundance, from Lunar Prospector, showing the enhancement of iron within SPA.